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The Adventures of a Dog and a Good Dog Too 1854

dogs communicate with so much more than barks and tail wags this small but mighty book is

the perfect illustrated guide to noticing and understanding the subtle cues and behaviours that

our beloved pets use to express how they re feeling so that we can improve our relationship

with our best friends helping them to feel safe and happy

Doggie Language 2020-10-08

dogs have shared our homes for as long as we can remember and in return have guarded us

helped us hunt and herded our livestock they have generally been our friends as well that is

what most of them are today canine friends give us uncritical affection free of the ambivalence

that plagues human relationships dogs figure prominently in literature starting with homer s

argus the hound who remembered odyssues after twenty years victorian novels are full of

vivid canine characters ms rogers is impressively thorough best of all the author knows and

respects dogs steve goode washington times

Adventures of a Dog, and a Good Dog Too 2016

the ultimate guide on how to be a happy and successful dog the charming heartwarming

illustrations show how dogs choose their owners where it s best to sleep in the house under

the owner s duvet of course how to scare the vet away and how to pretend you haven t been

fed yet an e book picture book that gives children and grown ups a warm happy glow

A Dog and a Half 1964

an informative well written book on the evolution of all canids including the wild types wolves

coyotes jackals and dingoes recommended choice of the world s dogs fewer than two

hundred million are pets living with humans who provide food shelter squeaky toys and

fashionable sweaters but roaming the planet are four times as many dogs who are their own



masters neighborhood dogs dump dogs mountain dogs they are dogs not companions and

these dogs like pigeons or squirrels are highly adapted scavengers who have evolved to fit

particular niches in the vicinity of humans this book present an eye opening analysis of the

evolution and adaptations of these unleashed dogs and what they can reveal about the

species as a whole exploring the natural history of these animals canine behavior experts

raymond and lorna coppingers explain how the village dogs of vietnam india africa and

mexico are strikingly similar these feral dogs argue the coppingers are in fact the truly

archetypal dogs nearly uniform in size and shape and incredibly self sufficient drawing on

nearly five decades of research they show how dogs actually domesticated themselves in

order to become such efficient scavengers of human refuse the coppingers also examine the

behavioral characteristics that enable dogs to live successfully and to reproduce

unconstrained by humans in environments that we ordinarily do not think of as dog friendly a

fascinating exploration of what it actually means genetically and behaviorally to be a dog what

is a dog is likely to change the way beagle or bulldog owners reflect on their four legged

friends

Treat Everyone Like a Dog 2020-10-20

choose the top dog for your family from spaniels to sheepdogs the complete dog breed guide

will help you choose the perfect companion for your family fully illustrated and featuring over

400 of the world s best loved breeds this is the only breed guide you ll ever need q a selector

charts help you choose the right dog for your lifestyle plus expert guidance on caring for your

dog understanding its behaviour and training tips ensure that he ll soon becomes everyone s

best friend the complete dog breed guide is a one stop manual to helping you become the

owner of a happy healthy well behaved dog

First Friend 2010-04

a hilarious captivating commentary that gives us finally a true dog s eye view of the world the

sofa the sofa is position one the sofa makes you feel as if you are with your people even



when your people are gone the toilet the advantage of drinking from the toilet is that the water

is always fresh the baby often known as she who randomly flings food from the table the baby

has the most flavorful ever changing face of all your people after reading you are a dog you

will start thinking like a dog bash dibra celebrity pet trainer and author of dogspeak you are a

dog should be the talk of every dog run in the u s with humor and more bite than one might

expect terry bain helps us to see the world through the eyes of our dogs and to look at their

lives in fresh and insightful ways jon katz author of a dog year the new work of dogs and the

dogs of bedlam farm terry bain has cracked the canine code to demystify those charming

endearing and occasionally bizarre habits our beloved dogs exhibit you are a dog is equal

parts witty and warm sweet and sympathetic read this and be destined to meet your dog at a

richer deeper level dr marty becker veterinary contributor for good morning america author of

the healing power of pets

How to Be a Dog 2015-08-06

charlie is coming to terms with a heart breaking tragedy with only his beloved dog to comfort

him henry wants a dog more than anything in the world but his parents just say no bone is a

homeless dog searching for a place to belong all three live very different lives a powerful

moving novel about two boys and one dog whose stories are woven together in the most

surprising of ways

What Is a Dog? 2016-04-19

i love dogs who does not it is a natural feeling to love those who love us and dogs were

always fond of me thousands can say the same and i shall therefore find plenty of sympathy

while unfolding my dog s tale this attachment of mine to the canine family in general and their

affection towards myself have induced me like the vizier in the arabian nights of happy

memory to devote some time to the study of their language its idiom is not so difficult as

many would suppose there is a simplicity about it that often shames the dialects of man which

have been so altered and refined that we discover people often saying one thing when they



mean exactly the reverse nothing of the sort is visible in the great canine tongue whether the

tone in which it is uttered be gruff or polished sharp or insinuating it is at least sincere

mankind would often be puzzled how to use it

The Complete Dog Breed Book 2012-03-01

there s nothing quite like the incredible relationship between a human and a dog from the

moment we lay eyes on an adorable puppy or a wonderful adult dog who becomes part of our

life journey we share innumerable moments of pure joy with our furry best friends with forty

five original pieces by some of india s leading writers outstanding new voices and individuals

who have dedicated their lives to animal welfare the book of dog is a testament to how deeply

dogs touch us to the special bond we have with them and the unique place they hold in our

hearts and our lives through a series of unforgettable real life stories funny poignant warm

and joyous the authors celebrate the remarkable dogs they have known and loved this book is

a must read for everyone who cherishes dogs and the perfect gift for a dog lover friend it will

engross and delight readers of all ages as they go through one memorable story after another

the book of dog is a project to which the editor and all the authors have contributed for free all

royalties will go to registered animal welfare charities contributors aanchal malhotra abhishek

joshi amitava kumar ananya vajpeyi anindita ghose anita nair anuja chauhan arunava sinha

ashok ferrey ashwin sanghi atul sarin bulbul sharma cyrus broacha devdutt pattanaik divya

dugar fiona fernandez geetan batra gillian wright gulzar jai arjun singh jerry pinto keshava

guha mahesh rao maneka gandhi manjula narayan manu bhattathiri mark tully meenakshi

alimchandani naomi barton nilanjana s roy orijit sen paro anand prerna singh bindra rajdeep

sardesai ruskin bond sarnath banerjee shobhaa de shrutkeerti khurana sian morton siddharth

dhanvant shanghvi sooni taraporevala sumita mehta tandrali kuli tishani doshi vikas khanna

You Are a Dog 2010-04-14

maira kalman with wit and great sensitivity reveals why dogs bring out the best in us maira

kalman dogs bliss dogs have lessons for us all in beloved dog renowned artist and author



maira kalman illuminates our cherished companions as only she can from the dogs lovingly

illustrated in her acclaimed children s books to the real life pets who inspire her still kalman s

beloved dog is joyful beautifully illustrated and as always deeply philosophical here is max

stravinsky the dog poet of oh la la max in love fame and her own irish wheaton pete almost

named einstein until he revealed himself to be clearly no einstein who also made an

appearance in the delightful what pete ate from a to z and of course there is boganch kalman

s in laws big black slobbering hungarian beast and that s just the beginning with humor and

intelligence kalman gives voice to the dogs she adores noting that they are constant

reminders that life reveals the best of itself when we live fully in the moment and extend

unconditional love and it is very true she writes that the most tender complicated most

generous part of our being blossoms without any effort when it comes to the love of a dog

Everything for a Dog 2012-02-01

from the renowned ibbotson comes her final novel a tale of a boy and dog who are meant to

be together laced with humor and brimming over with heart stunning in its beauty of the love

of all things dog

The Adventures of a Dog, and a Good Dog Too 2014-03-11

and a dog called fig is the story of one writer s life with dogs including a frisky new puppy how

they are uniquely ideal companions for building a creative life and some delightful tales about

dogs and their famous writers into my writer s isolation will come a dog to sit beside my chair

or to lie on the couch while i work to force me outside for a walk and suddenly although still

lonely this writer will have a companion an artist s solitude is a sacred space one to be

guarded from the chaos of the world where the sparks of inspiration can be kindled into fires

of creation but within this quiet also lie loneliness self doubt the danger of collapsing too far

inward an artist needs a familiar a companion with emotional intelligence innate curiosity an

enthusiasm for the world beyond but also the capacity to rest contentedly for many hours

what an artist needs helen humphreys would say is a dog and a dog called fig is a memoir of



the writing life told through the dogs humphreys has lived with and loved over a lifetime

including fig her new vizsla puppy interspersed are stories of other writers and their own

irreplaceable companions virginia woolf and grizzle gertrude stein and basket thomas hardy

and wessex who walked the dining table at dinner parties taking whatever he liked and many

more a love song to the dogs who come into our lives and all that they bring sorrow mayhem

reflection joy this is a book about steadfast friendship and loss creativity and craft and the

restorative powers of nature every work of art is different so too is every dog with distinctive

needs and lessons and if we let them guide us they will show us many worlds we would

otherwise miss includes black and white photographs

The Book Of Dog 2022-01-17

as an unabashed dog lover alexandra horowitz is naturally curious about what her dog thinks

and what she knows as a cognitive scientist she is intent on understanding the minds of

animals who cannot say what they know or feel this is a fresh look at the world of dogs from

the dog s point of view the book introduces the reader to the science of the dog their

perceptual and cognitive abilities and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might

be like to bea dog it answers questions no other dog book can such as what is a dog s sense

of time does she miss me want friends know when she s been bad horowitz s journey and the

insights she uncovered from studying her own dog pumpernickel allowed her to understand

her dog better and appreciate her more through that understanding the reader will be able to

do the same with their own dog this is not another dog training book instead inside of a

dogwill allow dog owners to look at their pets behaviour in a different and revealing light

enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their relationship even more

Beloved Dog 2015-10-27

a man and a dog both lost in the world find salvation in one another



One Dog and His Boy 2012

utterly compelling telegraph science finally reveals the dog s secret the unique capacity for

love that separates them from all other animals superb john bradshaw bestselling author of in

defence of dogs and cat sense if you want to build an even stronger bond with your own dog

this book is a must read victoria stilwell author of the secret language of dogs what makes

dogs truly special why does our relationship with them feel so much more deep and intense

than with other animals any dog owner knows that the bond with their dog is unique the

unparalleled loyalty and total devotion of a dog seems the stuff of true love but is this a

whimsical construction that bears little relation to reality through ground breaking scientific

experiments and eye opening historical evidence canine behavioural psychologist dr clive

wynne unlocks the secret to our unique bond with dogs their capacity to love an

unprecedented attribute in the animal kingdom in dog is love dr wynne debunks the myth that

dogs possess a unique form of intelligence instead he shows that dogs are able to show

sympathy and can respond to human emotions in a way that is truly remarkable one

particularly moving study shows that dogs and their owners hearts beat in synchrony just as

the hearts of a loving human couple do looking at the evolution of dogs dr wynne points out

that it was the wolves ability to form relationships with mankind becoming indispensable

hunting companions that enabled the depth of love and affection between dogs and humans

that we know today dr wynne shares his experiences of hunting with the mayangna tribe in

nicaragua and the vital role played by their hunting dogs to shed light on what the early

human dog relationship might have looked like and explains the science behind what really

goes on when a young pup grows up in a human family this is a delightful heart warming and

fascinating analysis of the unique bond between humans and dogs perfect for anyone who

shares their home with their dog and wonders just how much they love you it will change the

way you interact with dogs and help you get the best out of them in a way that will be truly life

changing



And a Dog Called Fig 2022-03-08

winner of the 2003 aspca henry bergh children s book award included on voya s ninth annual

nonfiction honor list since the first hungry wolf bravely approached an ancient cooking fire and

was rewarded with a scrap of meat our lives and the lives of dogs have been interwoven dogs

have worked for us as warriors with ammunition strapped to their bodies dogs have gone

through snow icy seas and into the dangerous rubble of collapsed buildings to rescue us dogs

with their spectacular ability to detect odors keep us safe by finding drugs and explosives they

lead us if we cannot see and react for us when we cannot hear most of all they love us and

we love them this fascinating book by norma fleck award winner gena k gorrell describes the

dogs of history the evolution of breeds for different purposes and the training involved in

preparing the modern day heroes who find lost children nab criminals and point out

contraband heroes who just happen to be dogs

Inside of a Dog 2010-02-18

dog lovers and neuroscientists should both read this important book dr temple grandin what is

it like to be a dog a bat or a dolphin to find out neuroscientist and bestselling author gregory

berns and his team did something nobody had ever attempted they trained dogs to go into an

mri scanner completely awake so they could figure out what they think and feel and dogs

were just the beginning in what it s like to be a dog berns takes us into the minds of wild

animals sea lions who can learn to dance dolphins who can see with sound and even the now

extinct tasmanian tiger berns s latest scientific breakthroughs prove definitively that animals

have feelings very much like we do a revelation that forces us to reconsider how we think

about and treat animals written with insight empathy and humor what it s like to be a dog is

the new manifesto for animal liberation of the twenty first century



A Man, a Dog and a Ball 2011-07-01

this fictional work the adventures of a dog and a good dog too is written in 1st person by the

dog himself it s a cute story of the adventures in the life of a noble dog who is appropriately

named job the canine society in which he lives is an interesting parallel to human society the

book is very interesting for the readers

Dog is Love 2019-09-24

in dawn of the dog biologist janice koler matznick explains why it is unlikely the gray wolf is

the dog s ancestor the dog was a unique species closely related to wolves before it attached

itself to man the science supporting this idea is explained in everyday language the natural

dogs the dingoes and aboriginal village dogs are showcased

Working Like a Dog 2009-05-08

with its airy illustrations and reassuring message this is a book to gladden 3 to 7 year olds the

wall street journal a beautiful picture book that illustrates the relationship between a young girl

and her canine best friend written and illustrated by publishing legend joanna cotler if i were a

dog i d be silly or patient or happy or shy sometimes i d be grumpy sometimes i d be playful

just like me in a celebration of both what it means to be a dog and what it means to be

human if i were a dog shows us how much we all have in common with each other and with

our animal friends praise for if i were a dog a sweet treat for dog lovers kirkus reviews an

intuitive joyful book that gives children agency to imagine their own doggy selves but also

creates a foundation for discussions on differences and similarities school library journal

What It's Like to Be a Dog 2017-09-05

the new york times bestselling author of a dog s purpose continues his heartwarming series

that perfectly captures the unconditional loving relationships between people and their loyal



best friends in stories no dog lover can resist basis for the major motion picture starring josh

gad and dennis quaid audiences are invited along on a dog s journey the next chapter of the

beloved bestselling series by author w bruce cameron the family film told from the dog s

perspective serves as the much anticipated follow up to the soulful story of one devoted dog

who finds the meaning of his own existence through the lives of the humans he teaches to

laugh and love after searching for his purpose through several eventful lives buddy is sure

that he has found and fulfilled it yet as he watches curious baby clarity get into dangerous

mischief he is certain that this little girl is very much in need of a dog of her own when buddy

is reborn he realizes that he has a new destiny he s overjoyed when he is adopted by clarity

now a vibrant but troubled teenager when they are suddenly separated buddy despairs who

will take care of his girl directed by gail mancuso tv s modern family roseanne a dog s journey

is once again produced by gavin polone a dog s purpose zombieland mancuso directs from

an adapted screenplay by cameron cathryn michon and wally wolodarsky maya forbes based

on the book by cameron the film from amblin entertainment and walden media will be

distributed by universal pictures a charming and heartwarming story of hope and unending

devotion a dog s journey is the moving story of unwavering loyalty and a love that crosses all

barriers a dog s purpose series 1 a dog s purpose 2 a dog s journey 3 a dog s promise books

for young readers ellie s story a dog s purpose puppy tale bailey s story a dog s purpose

puppy tale molly s story a dog s purpose puppy tale max s story a dog s purpose puppy tale

toby s story a dog s purpose puppy tale shelby s story a dog s way home novel the rudy

mccann series the midnight plan of the repo man repo madness other novels a dog s way

home the dog master the dogs of christmas emory s gift at the publisher s request this title is

being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

THE ADVENTURES of a DOG, AND A GOOD DOG TOO

(illustrated) 2020-04-11

winner of the 2017 victorian premier s literary award for fiction winner of the 2016 university of

queensland fiction book award shortlisted for the 2017 stella prize whenever i need reminding



of the preciousness of ordinary life i return to this stunning novel of forgiveness and family

which gives clear beautiful voice to the fierce luck of being alive charlotte wood ester is a

family therapist with an appointment book that catalogues the anxieties of the middle class

loneliness relationships death she spends her days helping others find happiness but her own

family relationships are tense and frayed estranged from both her sister april and her ex

husband lawrence ester wants to fall in love again meanwhile april is struggling through her

own directionless life lawrence s reckless past decisions are catching up with him and ester

and april s mother hilary is about to make a choice that will profoundly affect them all taking

place largely over one rainy day in sydney and rendered with evocative and powerful prose

the multi award winning between a wolf and a dog is a celebration of the best in all of us our

capacity to live in the face of ordinary sorrows and to draw strength from the transformative

power of art praise for georgia blain an elegant intelligent and affecting novel from a writer at

the height of her powers the saturday paper like all her novels between a wolf and a dog

explores the often unarticulated complexities of the intersection of the personal and the

political with exquisite grace and intelligence australian book review

Dawn of the Dog 2016-08-17

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical

works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision

If I Were a Dog 2021-04-27

explore the history and variety of our most faithful companions in this collection of over 400

different dog breeds for centuries dogs have been adored for their unswerving loyalty and this

new edition of the dog encyclopedia perfectly celebrates the special relationship that binds

humans with our four legged friends starting with their history evolution and anatomy this

brilliant book about dogs puts on a show of dogs in art and advertising sport and service and

religion and culture as famous dogs in fiction line up alongside heroic helpers the catalogue

introduces more than 400 dog breeds arranged in traditional categories from primitive and



working dogs to companion dogs and scent hounds every entry includes glorious photographs

and fact packed profiles detailing the individual character compatible owner traits and breed

specific advice dive straight into this dog book which offers a fully illustrated guide to canine

anatomy and body systems a catalogue of internationally recognized dog breeds annotated

images that highlight the typical characteristics of every featured breed boxed topics on record

breakers canine film stars and heroic war dogs add a fascinating degree of detail additionally

the book offers expert information on everything from exercising and feeding your dog to

grooming and puppy training along with a section on care to help you identify and deal with

any canine health problems combining fabulous photographs with information on the latest

breeds historical facts and advice on everyday care the dog encyclopedia is an indispensable

owner s guide and a useful reference for professionals

I Had a Dog and a Cat 1941

synopsis coming soon

A Dog's Journey 2012-05-08

the sequel to dragon s ring a wry and clever young heroine coming into her magical powers is

flung into the midst of power struggles and momentous battles in a medieval style world

where her coming may be the answer to a long awaited prophecy of liberation from tyrannical

rulers 2 in the dragon s ring high fantasy series a wry and clever young heroine coming into

her magical powers is flung into the midst of power struggles and momentous battles in a

world where her coming may be the answer to a long awaited prophecy of liberation from

tyrannical rulers lyonesse a world formed with a magic so deep that it takes a true king to

hold its parts in balance yet there is no king on the throne and a dark power struggle is

underway between an ancient sorceress with her shadow army of destruction and the human

subjects of lyonesse s power mad wizard the only spark of hope is a prophecy that tells of a

defender who will one day come and set things to right young meb flung from her dragon

ruled homeland in another plane of existence into lyonesse doesn t think she s been called to



be any kind of defender and she certainly isn t happy when she s immediately embroiled in

the deadly power plots of the local royals but meb also happens to be an adept at the

universe folding skill of planomancy trained by a world walking troubleshooter of the

multiverse the great dragon fionn himself a dragon who is desperately searching for meb

whom he s come to love accompanying fionn is dileas meb s pet and the most loyal magic

sheep dog in a thousand universes if anyone can track meb across time and space dileas can

as the legions of shadow hall gather to bring down the leaderless kingdom meb must decide

whether to use her ability to become the defender everyone hopes for if only to avoid

becoming the plaything of tyrants with the dragon fionn on the way magical battle is joined

and the destiny of universes hangs upon the courage in one young woman s heart about

dave freer s a mankind witch good characterization ripsnorting action and an ingenious plot

make this a feast for sword and sorcery fans publishers weekly starred review about dave

freer there are great pleasures in life a cold beer on a hot summer day an irish coffee in mid

winter and a dave freer adventure story any time of the year eric flint new york times best

selling creator of the ring of fire series

Between a Wolf and a Dog 2016-03-28

the joyful arrival of a longed for baby is followed by overwhelming losses but a loyal dog

makes happiness possible again this moving and profound graphic novel by r o blechman

treats its solemn subject with humor simplicity and warm humanity maurice sendak

characterized the tale as fierce passionate little pictures that pack a punch only blechman

seems capable of delivering and jules feiffer observed that long time fans are well aware of

blechman s elegant cartoon poetry but in georgie his quiet measured pace moves the reader

onto darker terrain presented in a sweet and tragic man and dog story that calls for a second

reading and perhaps more in praise of r o blechman the jewel like mind and eye of this rare

artist persuade me that all is not lost in bookland maurice sendak a great graphic novelist very

avant la lettre art spiegelman in a class by himself the new york times boldly original edward

sorel a trailblazer jules feiffer



True Stories about Dogs and Cats 2023-09-04

world atlas of dog breeds is a tfh publication

The Dog Encyclopedia 2023-07-06

change loves me defines and stalks me like a laser guided smart bomb it comes at me in all

forms suddenly and with enormous impact from making shifts in work to having and raising a

kid to buying a cabin on a distant mountaintop sometimes change comes on four legs in his

popular and widely praised running to the mountain jon katz wrote of the strength and support

he found in the massive forms of his two yellow labrador retrievers julius and stanley when

the labs were six and seven a breeder who d read his book contacted katz to say she had a

dog that was meant for him a two year old border collie named devon well bred but high

strung and homeless katz already had a full canine complement but instinct overruled reason

and soon thereafter he brought devon home a dog year twelve months four dogs and me is

the story of how devon and jon and julius and stanley came to terms with each other it shows

how a man discovered a lot about himself through one dog and then another whose

temperament seemed as different from his own as day is from night it is a story of trust and

understanding of life and death of continuity and change it is by turns insightful hilarious and

deeply moving bonus this edition contains an excerpt from jon katz s going home

Is There a Dog in This Book? 2015-09

dogs have been mankind s faithful companions for tens of thousands of years yet today they

are regularly treated as either pack following wolves or furry humans the truth is dogs are

neither and our misunderstanding has put them in serious crisis what dogs really need is a

spokesperson someone who will assert their specific needs renowned anthrozoologist dr john

bradshaw has made a career of studying human animal interactions and in dog sense he

uses the latest scientific research to show how humans can live in harmony with not just

dominion over their four legged friends from explaining why positive reinforcement is a more



effective and less damaging way to control dogs behavior than punishment to demonstrating

the importance of weighing a dog s unique personality against stereotypes about its breed

bradshaw offers extraordinary insight into the question of how we really ought to treat our

dogs

Dog and Dragon 2012-04-03

written by a qualified veterinarian this is a complete and comprehensive guide to health care

for cats and dogs providing invaluable advice on essential aspects of care such as diet and

vaccinations as well as a guide to holistic treatments the first part of the book describes the

main lifestyle choices every dog and cat owner makes whether or not they are aware of them

settling in a new puppy or kitten vaccination neutering diet finding the right veterinarian and

caring for the ageing animal the second part describes the main holistic modalities and their

relevance when animals become sick what they are how they work when they are useful and

how to find a practitioner also includes chapters on osteopathy homeopathy acupuncture bach

s flower remedies and herbal medicine the third part of the book discusses a range of

common health problems in dogs and cats both from a conventional veterinary point of view

and from an holistic perspective and aims to help the owner understand the condition they are

facing as well as providing tips on how to supplement their veterinarian s advice and

treatment

Georgie 2016-10-20

this book provides the veterinary practitioner student breeder and pet owner with a complete

but quick reference to the diagnosis and management of breed related medical conditions of

dogs and cats 171 recognized dog breeds and 42 cat breeds are included organized

alphabetically with all information fully referenced and based on the most recent research

appendices contain quick reference to condition by breed available genetic tests and registries

veterinary medical guide to dog and cat breeds is a must have for the general practitioner and

an ideal client education tool anyone concerned with educating the general public about the



medical problems associated with purebred dogs and cats should have this title in their library

World Atlas of Dog Breeds 2009

traces the author s four year relationship with a wolf dog hybrid named inyo recounting their

shared journeys in the snow her battles with fearful neighbors and the wolfdog s ultimate

inability to be domesticated

A Dog Year 2002-02-19

kingston a wealthy pedigree dachshund and rags a country hound each believes he has

everything until they meet and learn to be themselves

Dog Sense 2012-05-08

with so many dog breeds available it can be difficult to know which one to choose how can

you tell if your dog will bark loudly and disturb the neighbours will be good with children need

extra grooming or trigger your allergies this authoritatively written guide gives you all the

information you need about the essential character of over 130 breeds enabling you to make

an informed decision to find the perfect pet for you

The Complete Book of Cat and Dog Health 2019-10-18

Veterinary Medical Guide to Dog and Cat Breeds

2012-02-01



Part Wild 2012-11-13

The Story of a Rich Dog and a Poor Dog 1997

The Dog Selector 2010
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